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Abstract
This study begans with a comparison between two approaches to peace:
one suggested by Plato and the other by Thomas Hobbes. Believing that
humans are “animals of reason,” Plato suggested a moral approach of
using reason to control animal nature. In his view, peace would come as
a natural consequence of our overcoming animal nature through the
instrumental use of reason. In fact, however, there have not been very
many people of character capable of overcoming their animal nature.
Consequently, the world remained as chaotic as ever.
Hobbes argued that to have no desire is “to be dead.” He therefore
rejected the idea of a life led by controlling animal nature with reason.
Hobbes appointed desire as sovereign and described reason as the
capacity to calculate self-interest. Because he saw reason’s self-interested
calculation as essentially a series of calculated choices between the costs
of war and the price of peace, Hobbes believed that people will gladly
surrender some of their personal rights and enter into a social contract
(i.e. a contract of peace) based on the calculation that peace brought
greater benefits than war. Here, though, we find a trap: Self-interested
calculation is based on the premise that anything can be done as long as
it brings benefits to the perpetrator. It follows that any person or country
accustomed to such reasoning will unhesitatingly start a war if victory
can definitely be achieved at a low cost. This is why wars still erupt
across the world today.
It is here that we discover the significance of jigyeong 持敬 (piety)
and gyeomyang 謙讓 (humility). Yi Hwang 李滉 (a.k.a., Toegye 退溪)
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emphasized piety based on suppressing human desire and cherishing natural
order; in the same way, piety rejects self-interest as a way of thinking,
whether it be precise calculation or narcissistic miscalculation. Peace based
on self-interested calculation is temporary and can be shattered at any time.
Therefore, if we take the view that self-interested thinking must be
overcome in order to attain genuine peace, the potential for this can be
found in piety. Humility, meanwhile, means considering the benefits of
others before one’s own, based on satisfaction with one’s own lot; in the
same vein, it overcomes the will to compete with hostility against others,
even if precise calculations lead to the conclusion that war would be a
more profitable choice. If we take the view that the will for hostile
competition itself must ultimately be overcome in order to attain real
peace, the virtue of humility offers one way of achieving this.
Keywords: Yi Hwang 李滉 (a.k.a., Toegye 退溪), peace, war, i-gi hobar
ron 理氣互發論 (Theory of I-Gi Mutual Dynamism), jigyeong
持敬 (piety), gyeomyang 謙讓 (humility)
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1. Two Approaches to Peace
While some philosophers have praised war, the majority have yearned for
peace. The paths to peace that they have suggested can be broadly divided
into two categories. The first, proposed by classical political philosophers
such as Socrates and Plato, is one of promoting correct or moral behavior
in order to nullify even the possibility of war. The second, suggested by
modern political philosophers such as Machiavelli and Hobbes, involves
inducing the choice of peace over war through rational calculation of the
respective advantages and disadvantages of each.
Let us begin by looking at Plato’s method. According to the
Athenian, the essence of politics is “healing the soul”1) and among our
chief political tasks as political actors is “examin[ing] how we, as
citizens, can be as brilliant as possible.”2) Politics, then, is essentially
about making each citizen into an upright man of character. Plato’s ideal
man of character is closely connected to his theory that the soul is
tripartite, being a mixture of reason, spirit and desire.
Firstly, reason is “the wise, calculating part that provides foresight
for the soul as a whole,” and which “contains knowledge of what is
advantageous not just for each of the three parts but for the community
they constitute as a whole.” Reason therefore plays the role of a
“master,” controlling the other two parts of the soul. The virtue of
reason is wisdom.3)
Secondly, the spirited part of the soul plays the role of
supplementing reason. Someone whose spirit does not yield to pain or
pleasure and who obeys the commands of the logical part of the soul to
fight bravely is a “courageous man.”4)
Thirdly, desire is the largest part of the soul and is characterized by
its insatiable hunger for wealth. In order to stop desire from wreaking
general chaos in life, Plato argued that it must be monitored and subdued
by reason and spirit. Someone whose desire is well governed by her or
his reason and spirit is someone capable of “moderation.”5)
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Plato,
Plato,
Plato,
Plato,
Plato,

Gorgias, 464b.
Gorgias, 515c.
The Republic, 442c.
The Republic, 442b-c.
The Republic, 442a-d.
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As outlined above, Plato believed that reason must control spirit and
desire, that spirit had to help reason in its domination of desire, and that
desire had to be monitored by reason or spirit. Only then, in Plato’s
view, could “joy of the truest kind” be experienced.6) Plato also applied
his ideal ordering of the soul directly to the ideal ordering of the state.
He argued that if the military class and the productive class follow wise
orders from the ruling class, the private interests of each member of
society and the common good could be achieved simultaneously.
For some early modern thinkers, however, Plato’s assertion that
reason must govern desire was met with serious objections. Among the
first and most powerful objections was that of the Dutch humanist
Erasmus, who asserted that the loins were “the true source of life” and a
“sacred place” and questioned how “life can ever be called life if
pleasure is removed from it.”7) These objections found perhaps their
clearest and most divergent expression in Hume’s statement that “reason
is, and ought only to be the slave of the passions.”8) It was on these
foundations that the English philosopher Thomas Hobbes built his own
political philosophy.
One of Hobbes’s key tenets was that “nature permits everything of
us.” In short, we, as humans, can do whatever we want to. Hobbes called
this our “natural rights.”9) His idea of natural rights overturned the
traditional master-servant relationship between “reason and passion” (desire).
Most classical political philosophers, such as Aristotle, defined reason as
the master of the soul and dictated that desire must submit to the control
of reason. But Hobbes made desire the master, branding it “the origin of
all life force,” and regarded reason as no more than a calculating capacity
to effectively satisfy our desires.10) He commented as follows:
A man who has no great Passion for any of these things (Power, Riches,
Knowledge, Honour); but is as men terme it indifferent; though he may be
so farre a good man, as to be free from giving offence; yet he cannot
possibly have either a great Fancy, or much Judgement. For the Thoughts,
are to the Desire, as Scouts, and Spies, to range abroad, and find the way
to the things Desired: All Stedinesse of the minds motion, and all
6) Plato, The Republic, 586e.
7) Erasmus, Moriae encomium, 34-36.
8) Hume, A Treatise of Human Nature, 415.
9) Hobbes, Leviathan, 189.
10) Anthony Arblaster maintains that defining desire as sovereignty is the general theory of
liberalism; he identifies Hobbes as a leading proponent of this idea (Arblaster, The Rise
and Decline of Western Liberalism, 28).
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quicknesse of the same, proceeding from thence. For as to have no Desire,
is to be Dead: so to have weak Passions, is Dulnesse.11)

As the above quote illustrates, Hobbes took a positive view of human
desire and passion. Once these have been affirmed, they are followed by
reason and thoughts, which play roles of “scouts” and “spies.” Scouts
and spies do not generally set goals of their own, but are entities that
merely seek the means of achieving aims dictated to them by their
military commander, which in Hobbes’s analogy is desire. The above
quote neatly summarizes Hobbes’s view that desire is the supreme ruler
and reason is merely its tool.
As is widely known, Hobbes defined the “natural state” as a “state
of war,” claiming that human life was a process of competing for power,
wealth, and honor. He also argued that the natural state was therefore
inevitably bound to bring about chaos. In a situation of all-out war, the
fear and danger of possible death made it a certainty that people would
seek peace. Hobbes claimed that the role of reason at such times was to
search for “convenient Articles of peace.”12)
In Hobbes’s conception of reason, there were two especially
significant aspects: on the one hand, it increased desire in consideration
of future uncertainties and possible poverty; but on the other it also
induced people to yield (or transfer) their own rights in order to defend
themselves and peacefully coexist with others. Reason, for Hobbes, both
increases an individual’s desire for the sake of greater satisfaction, and
urges that same individual to give up some of their rights in order to
gain the satisfaction of guaranteed safety through peace. In this respect,
Hobbes’s assertion that “reason designs the rules of peace” was not a
claim that reason regulates desire but that it effectively sates it.
We have thus witnessed two prominent routes to peace found in
Western philosophy. In the following section we will examine how these
views compare with the route to peace proposed by the Korean
Confucian scholar Toegye Yi Hwang?

2. Confucian Tradition
Let us begin with an overview of Confucianism as an ideology of peace.
While Confucianism as a whole can be described as just such an ideology,
11) Hobbes, Leviathan, 139.
12) Hobbes, Leviathan, 188.
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here we will note four particular aspects of it.
The first of these aspects is Confucius’s zhengminglun 正名論
(theory of rectification of names).13) As one of the central ideas of the
Lunyu 論語 (Analects), this theory holds that all names have their own
unique accompanying duty, and that each name must be brought into
conformity with its duty. This, of course, is based on the theory of yin
陰 and yang 陽 as found in the Yijing 易經（Book of Changes), but ideal
human relationships in Confucianism are referred to as ganying 感應 (In
other words, things will go well when there is mutual influence between
yin and yang). In this respect, right name theory calls for each individual
to fulfill her or his particular duty, thereby creating harmonious
relationships, which in turn allow people to mutually influence each
other, improving the lives of all.
Confucius’s right name theory is symbolized by the phrase, “The
prince is prince, and the minister is minister; the father is father, and the
son is son.”14) Here, “being” denotes faithfully fulfilling the unique roles
bestowed upon us by our names. The Daxue 大學 (Great Learning)
contains the following passage: “King Wen 文王, as a sovereign, rested
in benevolence. As a minister, he rested in reverence. As a son, he
rested in filial piety. As a father, he rested in kindness. In
communication with his subjects, he rested in good faith.”15) Here,
benevolence on the part of a sovereign, reverence on the part of a
minister, kindness on the part of a father, filial piety on the part of a
son and good faith when interacting with others are all examples of
“unique duties,” corresponding to the various relational roles performed
by Emperor Wen. According to the Great Learning, those who properly
fulfill their unique duties “rest in the highest excellence (chi yu zhi shan
止於至善).” The Great Learning equates “resting in the highest
excellence” with “making the whole kingdom peaceful and happy (ping
tianxia 平天下).” From this point of view, Confucius’s Right Name
Theory is an ideology of peace, in the sense that the world will attain
peace if all people fulfill their unique duties.
The second notable aspect of Confucianism is Mencius’s doctrine of
the “Kingly Way” (wangdao 王道). Mencius defines the Kingly Way as
13) Of course, the word “ming 名 (name)” here denotes not proper nouns but common
nouns in the sense of social roles, such as parent, child, employer or worker.
14) Lunyu 12.11: “君君 臣臣 父父 子子.”
15) Daxue, ch. 3: “詩云 穆穆文王 於緝熙敬止 爲人君 止於仁 爲人臣 止於敬 爲人子 止於孝 爲人
父 止於慈 與國人交 止於信.”
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“practicing benevolent rule through virtue” (yi de xing ren 以德行仁) and
opposes it with “hegemony” (badao 覇道), which he defines as “feigning
benevolent rule while using force” (yi li jia ren 以力假仁).16) The Kingly
Way, in other words, involves first ensuring that the people are able to
make a living, then enabling them to live in comfort and righteousness
by teaching them about human relationships (renlun 人倫). Hegemony, by
contrast, is aimed at achieving rule by force and involves using any
means available to build a prosperous nation and powerful army in order
to subjugate neighboring states and eventually extend a rule of tyranny
across the world.
Mencius defends his advocacy of the Kingly Way by claiming that
“The benevolent have no enemy” (renzhe wu di 仁者無敵),17) while
deriding hegemony as “climbing a tree to catch a fish” (yuan mu qiu yu
緣木求魚).18) His basis for defending the Kingly Way with this claim is
twofold: firstly, a king that rules benevolently will come to be regarded
as a father not only by his own people but also by those of neighboring
states; secondly, such benevolent rule will engender love for the state
among its people, so that they will give everything they have to defend
it, even against better-armed invaders. Mencius’s criticism of hegemony,
meanwhile, is also based on two points: firstly, he maintains that seeking
power through force will create enemies among neighboring states,
making it impossible for one country to subjugate all others; secondly,
that seeking to create a prosperous nation and powerful army through
tyranny will lead, ultimately, to domestic resistance or collapse. In other
words, the politics of hegemony involves excessive exploitation of the
people to create national wealth and military power, leading in turn to
popular resistance, while revering fame and private gain for the sake of
creating a prosperous nation and powerful army produces clashes of
interest among the people, leading to the internal collapse of the state.
Mencius branded hegemony a “vicious cycle of violence” and sought to
create a peaceful world via the Kingly Way.
The third aspect of Confucianism to be noted with regard to peace
is the theory of the “zhonghe 中和” (equilibrium and harmony)” in the
16) Mengzi 2A3: “孟子曰 以力假仁者覇 覇必有大國 以德行仁者王 王不待大 湯以七十里 文王以百里.”
17) Mengzi 1A5: “孟子對曰 地方百里而可以王 王如施仁政於民 省刑罰 薄稅斂 深耕易耨 壯者以暇
日 修其孝悌忠信 入以事其父兄 出以事其長上 可使制梃 以撻秦楚之堅甲利兵矣 彼奪其民時 使不
得耕耨以養其父母 父母凍餓 兄弟妻子離散 彼陷溺其民 王往而征之 夫誰與王敵 故曰 仁者無敵
王請勿疑.”

18) Mengzi 1A7:

“然則王之所大欲可知已 欲辟土地 朝秦楚 莅中國 而撫四夷也 以若所爲求若所欲

猶緣木而求魚也.”
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Zhongyong 中庸 (Doctrine of the Mean). According to this text, “While
there are no stirrings of pleasure, anger, sorrow, or joy, the mind may
be said to be in the state of Equilibrium. When those feelings have been
stirred, and they act in their due degree, there ensues what may be
called the state of Harmony.”19) The Doctrine of the Mean also
comments, “Let the states of equilibrium and harmony exist in perfection,
and a happy order will prevail throughout heaven and earth, and all
things will be nourished and flourish.”20) A happy order prevailing
throughout heaven and earth, and the nourishing and flourishing of all
things denotes the same thing as “resting in the highest excellence” as
mentioned in the Great Learning: both signify states of utter peace. The
Doctrine of the Mean, however, takes the view that this utter peace
begins with equilibrium and harmony in the heart of each individual.
The Great
Learning describes
the relationship between
self-cultivation and ruling the people as being akin to the relationship
between roots and branches, with self-cultivation as the roots and ruling
the people as the tips of the branches. In the same vein, the Doctrine of
the Mean regards “external peace,” which is present when a happy order
prevails throughout heaven and earth and all things are nourished and
flourish, as beginning with the attainment of personal equilibrium—
namely, harmony in one’s own mind. This is indicated by the passage
that reads, “This Equilibrium is the great root from which grow all the
human actions in the world, and this Harmony is the universal path
which they all should pursue.”21) The implication here is that internal
states of mind are closely related to the external outcome of peace.
The fourth notable aspect is Zhu Xi’s doctrine of renxin 人心
(human mind) and daoxin 道心 (moral mind). According to the Shujing
書經 (Book of Documents), Shun 舜, upon handing power to Yu 禹 said,
“The human mind is solely dangerous, while the moral mind is solely
obscure. Therefore, always observe things closely, remain consistent and
grasp the mean.” Zhu Xi 朱熹 explained this passage as follows:
The mind’s miraculous perception is one, but the difference between the
human mind and the moral mind is that the former originates in the body’s
personal feelings, while the latter is based on the rightness of nature and
heavenly order. This is because they perceive in different ways. The human
mind is dangerous and unstable, while the moral mind is subtle and does
19) Zhongyong, ch. 1: “喜怒哀樂之未發 謂之中 發而皆中節 謂之和.”
20) Zhongyong, ch. 1: “致中和 天地位焉 萬物育焉.”
21) Zhongyong, ch. 1: “中也者 天下之大本也 和也者 天下之達道也.”
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not easily manifest itself. … If one takes the moral mind as one’s personal
master and ensures that the human mind always obeys its commands, the
dangerous human mind will lose its risky edge and the subtle moral mind
will manifest itself, so that all excess and inadequacy will automatically
disappear from one’s behavior. Yao, Shun and Yu were among the great
sages of the world; their successive appointments by each other as king
were highly important events for the world. When these greatest of sages
performed these most important of deeds, these were the only words of
caution with which they admonished each other. How, then, could there be
any other principle as important as this?22)

The term “human mind,” is conceived of as something that originates
in the body and refers to such phenomena as wanting to eat when
hungry, wanting to put on clothes when cold, and longing for the opposite
sex when filled with desire. Zhu Xi explained the human mind by linking
it to xingqi zhi si 形氣之私 (physical disposition of the self) or to renyu
zhi si 人欲之私 (human desire of the self). Since the character si 私 here
indicates “privacy,” the human mind involves each person “pursuing her or
his private desires.” The moral mind arises from the natural laws of ren
yi li zhi 仁義禮智 (benevolence, righteousness, ritual propriety and wisdom)
and refers to feelings such as commiseration, shame and dislike, modesty
and complaisance, and approval and disapproval. Zhu Xi explained the
moral mind by linking it to the “tianli zhi gong 天理之公” (fairness of
Heavenly Principle) or the “xingming zhi zheng 性命之正” (rightness of
nature and heavenly mandate). In other words, the moral mind is that
which pursues rightness (zheng 正) in order to ensure fairness (gong 公)
among the members of society.
Zhu Xi explained the meaning of the doctrine of the human mind
and the moral mind in the Book of Documents by saying, “Dominate the
human mind with the moral mind and make sure your behavior is neither
excessive nor inadequate.” If we avoid excess and inadequacy in everything
we say and do, he argued, peace will naturally follow; in this sense, the
doctrine of the human mind and the moral mind is itself oriented toward
peace. Zhu Xi also asserted that the domination of the human mind by its
moral counterpart was the most important principle behind the actions of
the world’s greatest sages. What he meant by this is that the doctrine of
the human mind and the moral mind is the true core of political
22) Zhongyong, “中庸章句序”: “心之虛靈知覺 一而已矣 而以爲有人心道心之異者 則以其或生於形
氣之私 或原於性命之正 而所以爲知覺者不同 是以 或危殆而不安 或微妙而難見耳 . . . 必使道心
常爲一身之主 而人心每聽命焉 則危者安 微者著 而動靜云爲 自無過不及之差矣 夫堯舜禹 天下之
大聖也 以天下相傳 天下之大事也 以天下之大聖 行天下之大事 而其授受之際 丁寧告戒 不過如此
則天下之理 豈有以加於此哉.”
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philosophy. Toegye’s Neo-Confucianism is a continuation of this doctrine:
this is why we are able to portray it as an ideology of peace.

3. I-gi sangbar ron 理氣互發論 (Theory of I-Gi Mutual Dynamism)
As is well known, Toegye’s Theory of I-Gi Mutual Dynamism refers to
the “Four Sprouts” (sadan 四端, siduan in Chinese) as i dynamism (ibar 理
發, lifa in Chinese) and the “Seven Feelings” (chiljeong 七情, qiqing in
Chinese) as gi dynamism (chibar 氣發, qifa in Chinese). While traditional
Confucianism referred to human emotions sometimes as the “Four
Sprouts” and sometimes as the “Seven Feelings” Toegye believed that the
Four Srouts and Seven Feelings were essentially different. His fellow
scholar Gi Dae-seung 奇大升 (a.k.a. Gobong 高峰) argued against
Toegye’s interpretation by asserting that the Four Sprouts and Seven
Feelings were originally the same emotions, and the two men’s
correspondence began the now-famous “sa chil nonjaeng 四七論爭”
Four-Seven Debate). Toegye explained his Theory of I-Gi Mutual
Dynamism to Gi Dae-seung as follows:
The distinction between the Four Sprouts (sadan 四端) and the Seven
Feelings (chiljeong 七情) seems to lie in the difference between original
nature and physical nature. We have already divided nature into two parts: i
理 and gi 氣. Can this division really be impossible only when it comes to
emotion? What is the source of emotions such as commiseration, shame and
dislike, modesty and complaisance, and approval and disapproval? They
originate in the nature of benevolence, righteousness, propriety, knowledge.
What is the source of happiness, anger, sadness, enjoyment, love, hate and
greed? The mind is moved by contact between the body and external
objects; it is these objects that generate such sentiments. . . . The ancients
called avoiding analysis and attempting to lump issues together “swallowing
a jujube without chewing.” This is highly problematic. If you continue in
this way despite everything I have said above, you will confuse gi with
nature before you know it; this will lead you into the damaging trap of
mistaking human desire for natural order.23)

Toegye described the Four Sprouts as originating in original nature,
which he then further described as stemming from the nature of
23) Toegyejip, vol. 16, 20-23, “答奇明彦論四端七情第二書”: “情之有四端七情之分 猶性之有本性氣
稟之異也 然則其於性也 旣可以理氣分言之 至於情 獨不可以理氣分言之乎 惻隱羞惡辭讓是非 何
從而發乎 發於仁義禮智之性焉爾 喜怒哀懼愛惡欲 何從而發乎 外物觸其形而動於中 緣境而出焉爾
(…) 夫講學而惡分析 務合爲一說 古人謂之鶻圇呑棗 其病不少 而如此不已 不知不覺之間 駸駸然
入於以氣論性之蔽 而墮於認人欲作天理之患矣.”
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benevolence, righteousness, propriety, knowledge. This means that the
Four Sprouts have their source in the innate moral character of humans,
and have nothing to do with physical desires. He also described the
Seven Feelings as originating in physical nature, claiming that this meant
they arose when the mind was stimulated by contact between the body
and external objects, and that such objects were therefore the cause of
the sentiments. For Toegye, it is “human instinct” that gives rise to
desire or aversion when we come into contact with external objects;
these desires are what he referred to collectively as the Seven Feelings.
In the quote above, Toegye contrasts original nature, i 理 (li in Chinese,
the Four Sprouts and natural order) with physical nature, gi 氣 (qi in
Chinese, the Seven Feelings and human desire) and it is upon this
contrast that he founds his doctrine of mutual dynamism.24) Toegye
further believed that human mind and moral mind correspond with the
Seven Feelings and Four Sprouts, respectively, commenting as follows:
You said the human mind is the Seven Feelings and the moral mind the
Four Sprouts, but if you look at Zhu Xi’s and Xu Dongyang’s explanations
in Zhu Xi’s preface to the Doctrine of the Mean, you’ll see that it can
only be the case that the human and moral minds are the Seven Feelings
and Four Sprouts, respectively.25)

In his preface to the Doctrine of the Mean, Zhu Xi held that the
human mind and the moral mind are distinguished in the same way as the
personal feelings of the body (xingqi zhi si 形氣之私) are distinct from the
rightness of nature and heavenly order (xingming zhi zheng 性命之正),
while Xu Dongyang held that “the human mind originates in gi: for
example, the desires of the ears, eyes, mouth and nose and the four limbs.
. . . The moral mind originates in i: for example, the Four Sprouts:
commiseration, shame and dislike, modesty and complaisance, and approval
and disapproval.” As his reference to these two explanations make clear,
Toegye believed that the Four-Seven Debate and the doctrine of the human
mind and the moral mind were two versions of the same thing. Let us
now look again at Zhu Xi’s doctrine of the human mind and the moral
24) In Neo-Confucianism, “original nature (benrean zhi xing 本然之性) and physical nature
(qizhi zhi xing 氣質之性)” are originally concepts that explain the universality and
particularity, or the completeness and incompleteness of humans or creation. But
Toegye understood “original nature and physical nature” to mean “moral nature and
physical instinct.” This is a characteristic of Toegye’s scholarship.
25) Toegyejip, vol. 37, 27, “答李平叔”: “人心爲七情 道心爲四端 以中庸序朱子說 及許東陽說之類
觀之 二者之爲七情四端 固無不可”
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mind in this light. In the Doctrine of the Mean, Zhu Xi writes:
The human mind and the moral mind exist in a disorderly mixture in every
one of us. Therefore, if we do not know how to control them, the human
mind becomes more dangerous and the moral mind more subtle, so that the
“fairness of natural order” is eventually unable to defeat personal feelings of
human desire. “Observing things closely” means watching the gap between
the human and moral minds and ensuring that they do not mix, while
“remaining consistent” means faithfully maintaining the correctness of one’s
true mind. If we remain devoted to this, without the slightest lapse, making
the moral mind our master at all times and ensuring that the human mind
follows its commands, the dangerous human mind becomes less threatening
and the subtle moral mind appears, leaving our behavior free from all
excesses and inadequacies.26)

The above quote first explains the conflicting aspects of the human
and moral minds, before explaining why effort is needed to observe
things closely and remain consistent. It then describes the effect of these
actions: the elimination of excessive and inadequate behavior. If we
replace the human mind and the moral mind in Zhu Xi’s explanation
with i 理 and gi 氣, respectively, and “observing closely and remaining
consistent” with piety (gyeong 敬), we have something which closely
resembles Toegye’s theory of mutual dynamism and thoughts on piety.
Toegye made the following comment:
I 理 is lofty to the extent where it has no match. It only commands
objects and takes no commands from them. Gi 氣, therefore, ought not to
defeat i. But once gi takes form, it becomes the material and the
instrument of i; frequently, then, it influences manifestation and reception.
When gi easily follows i, i is naturally manifested. Therefore, gi is not
weak but submissive. If gi defies i, i is obscured. Therefore, i is not weak
but the victim of inevitable circumstances. This can be illustrated with the
following metaphor: a king may be higher than all others, but if an unruly
subject takes office in the royal court, he will come into competition with
the king. This is a crime on the part of the subject; there is nothing the
king can do about it. Therefore, a gentleman must study hard in order not
to get carried away by his feelings, blocking material greed, enhancing
virtue and returning to the path of the great mean and extreme
righteousness.27)
26) Zhongyong, “中庸章句序”: “二者雜於方寸之間 而不知所以治之 則危者愈危 微者愈微 而天理之
公 卒無以勝夫人欲之私矣 精則察夫二者之間而不雜也 一則守其本心之正而不離也 從事於斯 無少
間斷 必使道心 常爲一身之主 而人心每聽命焉 則危者安 微者著 而動靜云爲 自無過不及之差矣.”

27) Toegyejip, vol. 13, 17-18, “答李達李天機”: “理本其尊無對 命物而不命於物 非氣所當勝也 但
氣以成形之後 却是氣爲之田地材具 故凡發用應接 率多氣爲用事 氣能順理時 理自顯 非氣之弱 乃
順也 氣若反理時 理反隱 非理之弱 乃勢也 比如王者 本尊無對 及强臣跋扈 反與之或爲勝負 乃臣
之罪 王者無如之何 故君子爲學 矯氣質之偏 禦物欲而尊德性 以歸於大中至正之道.”
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After discussing i and gi, Toegye draws the conclusion that material
greed must be blocked and moral virtue enhanced. When Toegye speaks
of a battle between i and gi, he means the conflict between the natural
order and human greed, or between the moral mind and the human
mind. From this perspective, when our minds are aroused, it is important
to observe these signs to better ensure that natural order or the moral
mind is victorious. We will discuss this further in the next section of
this essay.
To summarize what we have discussed so far: Toegye tried to
divide the Four Sprouts and Seven Feelings into the respective
dynamisms of i and gi. In his system, i dynamism arises from pure
moral nature and is therefore desirable, while gi dynamism arises from
instinctive physical desire and is therefore dangerous. This is why Toegye
believed it necessary to keep gi dynamism under the control of i
dynamism, it is equivalent to eliminating all excess and inadequacy from
one’s behavior by mastering the human mind with the moral mind, or to
blocking human greed and preserving natural order. Ultimately, all of
these concepts are aimed at achieving peace. In this sense, Toegye’s
theory of mutual dynamism is an ideology of peace, which aims to
ensure that a happy order prevails throughout heaven and earth, and that
all things are nourished and flourish.

4. Jigyeong 持敬 (Piety) and Gyeomyang 謙讓 (Humility)
If Toegye’s mind-nature theory can be integrated with the theory of i-gi
mutual dynamism, his theory of practice can be integrated with jigyeong
持敬 (piety) and gyeomyang 謙讓 (humility). We will now discuss the
meaning of Toegye’s theory of practice, focusing on piety and humility.
As we have seen above, Toegye’s writings on mutual dynamism
discuss the tussle for supremacy between i and gi. Here, piety is the
practical method used to ensure that i always wins over gi. Toegye often
called for the domination of the mind through piety. In other words, the
mind, which dominates the body, should in turn be dominated by piety.
“Dominating the mind with piety” means distinguishing (and choosing)
properly between natural order and human desire when the mind is
aroused, thereby attaining peace. Toegye made the following comment:
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The moment when human nature becomes emotion is the indication of a
unified mind and the core of all creation; this is the juncture at which
good and evil divide. A scholar must consistently remain pious and aware
of natural order and human desire.28)

For Toegye “the moment when nature becomes emotion” is the moment
when the outcome of the battle between i and gi is decided; the outcome of
this decision determines whether one is a “gentleman (jungzi 君子)” or a
“petty individual (xiaoren 小人).” Toegye accorded piety its significance in
relation to this moment. It is piety that ensures victory for i in the battle
with gi by defending natural order and impeding human desire. But this is
not to say that piety is only demanded at the moment when nature becomes
emotion. Only if piety is habitually cultivated will it be capable of naturally
ensuring victory for i at the decisive moment. In this respect, effort to
cultivate piety is always needed, whether the mind is aroused or not, and in
times of both emergency and non-emergency. Toegye wrote:
In general, when it comes to study, piety must remain one’s main priority
regardless of whether anything is happening or not and whether one is
conscious or not. If one maintains piety whether in motion or still, the
mind itself will be clear, one’s true character will achieve deep purity when
thoughts have not yet arisen; and loyalty will shine brightly and drive out
material desire when thoughts have already arisen. … If several events
occur at once, or if we try to respond in two directions at the same time,
how can we think amid all this complexity and respond in accordance with
our thoughts? But if control of the mind is established and becomes the
general principle behind everything, all indications reveal themselves. The
body quietly becomes aware of this and there is no omission of detail.29)

The above quote can be summarized as follows. First, effort is
required to maintain piety at all times. This enables the true character of
the mind to become clear and pure before arousal has taken place, and
allows loyalty to drive out material desire when arousal has occurred.
Second, working to maintain piety is a way of establishing domination of
the mind. Third, establishing domination of the mind allows one to
respond without undue complication even when several events occur at
once. This is known as “dealing with all events precisely” (beom eung
28) Toegyejip, vol. 7, 24, “聖學十圖, 第六心統性情圖說”: “性發爲情之際 乃一心之幾微 萬化之樞
要 善惡之所由分也 學者誠能一於持敬 不昧理欲.”
29) Toegyejip, vol. 28, 17-18, “答金惇敍”: “大抵 人之爲學 勿論有事無事有意無意 惟當敬以爲主
而動靜不失 則當其思慮未萌也 心體虛明 本領深純 及其思慮已發也 義理昭著 物欲退聽 …若遇衆
事交至之時 或左或右 一彼一此 豈可雜然而思 旋思旋應 只是心之主宰 卓然在此 爲衆事之綱 則
當下所應之事 幾微畢見 四體黙喩 曲折無漏矣.”
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gok dang 泛應曲當) and means “achieving peace” or “having no excess
or inadequacy in one’s behavior.”
The effort to maintain piety is therefore concentrated on the mind.
Since the mind dominates the body in Toegye’s worldview, establishing
dominance over the mind will enable the body to deal with all events
precisely in practice. In which case, why is piety essential in establishing
dominance over the mind? Toegye makes the following case:
The reason of the mind is so vast that it cannot be imitated and so wide
that its boundaries lie out of sight. How, then, could it preserve nature
and establish substance in the absence of true and consistent piety?
Arousal of the mind is so insignificant that observing it is as difficult as
examining the end of a strand of hair and as dangerous as stepping into
a hole. How, then, could signs be made proper and master function in
the absence of true and consistent piety? In his learning, a gentleman
should study for self-cultivation by making piety the master of his mind
when arousal has not yet occurred, and conduct introspective study by
making piety the master of his mind when arousal has taken place. This
is why piety is all-important and penetrates substance and function when
it comes to study.30)

For Toegye, the mind is so unfathomably wide and its use is so
subtle and dangerous that it cannot properly mastered without piety.
Indeed, our minds touch on all matters in the world, and are subtle and
dangerous, capable of suddenly becoming nasty over the most trivial
things, even in the moments after feeling the most profound compassion.
In Neo-Confucianism, piety is often described by phrases such as zhuyi
wu di 主一無適 (concentrating on one thing), zhengqi yansu 整齊嚴肅
(achieving symmetry and maintaining gravity), chang xingxing 常惺惺
(being awakened at all times) and “shoulian 收斂” (convergence). This
takes issue not with the dispersion of the mind but with the center
around which it converges. If we were attempt to address the dispersed
fields of the mind, there would be so many as to make examining them
one by one impossible. The aim is therefore that piety make the mind
converge into one place; it endeavors to reach even its outer extremities
by gaining control of this hub of convergence. This is why Toegye
commented that “piety is all-important and penetrates substance and
function when it comes to study.”
30) Toegye sokjip, vol. 8, 20, “天命圖說”: “此心之理 浩浩然不可模捉 渾渾然不可涯涘 苟非敬以
一之 安能保其性而立其體哉 此心之發 微而爲毫釐之難察 危而爲坑塹之難蹈 苟非敬以一之 又安
能正其幾而達其用哉 是以君子之學 當此心未發之時 必主於敬而加存養工夫 當此心已發之際 亦必
主於敬而加省察工夫 此敬學之所以成始成終 而通貫體用者也.”
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If piety generally takes issue with the internal mind, humility concerns
external actions. Humility means always lowering oneself and showing
greater consideration to others when it comes to relationships. Toegye lived
a life consistent with humility and modest retreat and advised his friends
and students to show humility. The poem “Seokhae 石蟹” (Crayfish),
composed by Toegye at the age of 15, reads as follows:
You make your home by digging into the sand under a stone.
You move forwards; you move backwards. How many legs you have!
You spend your whole life in one palm-sized patch of stream,
Never even asking how big the river is.31)

This poem describes how a crayfish spends its whole life in a palm-sized
area of a stream without wanting for anything or feeling a lack of
freedom. The final line, “Never even asking how big the river is,” is a
particularly direct reference to the idea of being content with one’s lot.
The poem shows how Toegye, from a young age, sought a secluded life
of modesty and containment.
Though he spent a considerable part of his middle age working in
official positions, this was not Toegye’s ideal life. Eventually, at the age
of fifty, he returned to his hometown, found a place to live, and built a
home that he named Hanseoam 寒棲庵. In the poem, Toegye described
his feelings at the time as follows:
Having retired, I feel comfortable in my foolish station.
But my study has regressed, making me anxious in my old age.
Since my new home lies next to a stream,
I’ll spend each day gazing at the flowing water and reflecting.32)

This poem clearly shows a new resolve in Toegye’s old age to live in
humble satisfaction with his own lot while absorbing himself in study.
The philosopher regarded humility as his own proper duty.
Toegye also advised humility on the part of his friends and students.
To Jeong Yu-il, for example, he said, “Dealing with life means always
taking one step further back than others and bowing your head once
more than others as your primary consideration.”33) Most important in
embodying humility is foregoing undue concern with worldly honor and
riches. To Nam Eon-gyeong, he said, “Be sure to begin by disregarding
31) Toegye sokjip, vol. 1, 1, “石蟹”: “負石穿沙自有家 前行卻走足偏多 生涯一掬山泉裏 不問江湖水幾何.”
32) Toegyejip, vol. 1, 47, “退溪”: “身退安愚分 學退憂暮境 溪上始定居 臨流日有省.”
33) Toegyejip, vol. 24, 26, “答鄭子中”: “所以行於世者 則每以退人一步 低人一頭 爲第一義.”
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obsession with profit and loss or glory and shame, in order to avoid
sullying the mind.”34) To Gi Dae-seung, Toegye described his feelings as
he lived a life of modesty as follows:
When I think about it, I had no talent that could have been of use to the
world. I soon fell ill and experienced many hardships before I had
reached middle age. Only in my old age did I at last try to find
satisfaction by gathering myself, addressing my inadequacies, reducing my
flaws and fulfilling my long-held wish. If I did every single thing
according to the old way in deciding my advance or retreat, without
looking in front or behind and without gauging my own ability, it would
be as if one of my legs was shorter than the other; in which case, how
could I escape the fear of stumbling and falling flat on my face? That’s
why, even though I know there is work to be done in the world by great
men, I find myself hesitating instead of ambitiously launching myself into
new responsibilities.35)

“Work to be done by great men” refers to the possibility of taking a
government post at the royal court and attempting to do good in the world
through public service. The use of the term “old way,” meanwhile, refers to
the perceived duty incumbent upon Confucian scholars to seek a civil service
position and play a part in governing the world properly. But Toegye
resigned from government and returned to his hometown. He gave two
reasons for his avoidance of official life. Firstly, he had no original talent
and therefore had to be mindful of his limits. Toegye claimed that he lacked
ability and tried to make up for his inadequacies through study. Secondly, the
political situation at the time was particularly unfavorable and Toegye keenly
felt the need for circumspection. In other words, the royal court was such a
hotbed of treachery that just being part of it brought the risk of falling
victim to an unjust purge and offered no possibility of implementing policies
in accordance with one’s convictions. Adverse circumstances thus also played
a part in Toegye’s choice of a modest life outside politics. More
fundamentally, however, this choice was the product of humility. Toegye
sought to forsake egotism and devote himself to study because he genuinely
believed he was inadequate.
To summarize: Toegye’s theory of practice can be reduced to
cultivation of the virtues of piety and humility, where piety equates to
34) Toegyejip, vol. 14, 2, “答南時甫”: “第一須先將世間窮通得失 榮辱利害 一切置之度外 不以累於靈臺.”
35) Toegyejip, vol. 17, 10, “答奇明彦”: “顧滉自念 本乏世用 早嬰身痾 中歲以前 七顚八倒 迨至桑
楡之景 方欲收拾補塡 庶幾寡過 以畢素願足矣 若不顧前後 不揆力量 獨於出處一事 必欲節節而反
古之道 是所謂一脚短一脚長 豈能免於顚仆之患乎 是以 雖知世有大丈夫事 而尙趑趄 不敢奮發直
前而承當也.”
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“suppressing human greed and cherishing natural order” (e renyu cun
tianli 遏人欲 存天理) and humility equates to “being content with one’s
lot” (an fen zhi zu 安分知足). Because Toegye held that conflict generally
has its origins in greed and egotism he sought to establish peace by
impeding greed through piety and forsake egotism through the cultivation
of humility.

5. The Significance of Toegye’s Work as an Ideology of Peace
In To Have or To Be?, the twentieth-century German philosopher Erich
Fromm defines competition and greed as products of the “having mode”
and cooperation and sharing as products of the “being mode.” He
describes each of these phenomena as follows:
The fundamental elements in the relation between individuals in the having
mode of existence are competition, antagonism, and fear. The antagonistic
element in the having relationship stems from its nature. If having is the
basis of my sense of identity because ‘I am what I have,’ the wish to
have must lead to the desire to have much, to have more, to have most. In
other words, greed is the natural outcome of the having orientation.36)
In the being mode, private having (private property) has little affective
importance, because I do not need to own something in order to enjoy it,
or even in order to use it. In the being mode, more than one person—in
fact millions of people—can share in the enjoyment of the same object,
since none need—or want—to have it, as a condition of enjoying it. This
not only avoids strife; it creates one of the deepest forms of human
happiness: shared enjoyment. … The experience of sharing makes and keeps
the relation between two individuals alive; it is the basis of all great
religious, political, and philosophical movements.37)

According to Fromm, those dominated by the having mode equate their
egos with what they have, which gives rise to competition and greed,
eventually leading to bloody conflict. By contrast, the mode of being
allows us to realize the joy of sharing, leading us on a path of
cooperation and coexistence. According to Fromm, the having mode and
the being mode both lie dormant within human nature. He writes that:
The truth is that both the having and the being modes of existence are

36) Fromm, To Have or To Be?, 112.
37) Fromm, To Have or To Be?, 114-115.
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potentialities of human nature, that our biological urge for survival tends to
further the having mode, but that selfishness and laziness are not the only
potentialities inherent in human beings. We human beings have an inherent
and deeply rooted desire to be; to express our faculties, to be active, to be
related to others, to escape the prison cell of selfishness.38)

Fromm explains the having mode by linking it to a biological urge,
which can be taken to mean physical instinct. He also described the
“desire to be; to express our faculties, to be active, to be related to
others, to escape the prison cell of selfishness” as “the will to give, to
share, to sacrifice.” This will, he claims, stems from the moral nature of
humans. Fromm’s view, then, is that the having mode comes from
physical instinct and the being mode from moral nature. His intention in
developing this analysis, of course, was to break free from greed-based
competition and to enjoy the pleasure of sharing.
Perceptive readers will have already noticed the remarkable similarity
between Fromm’s having and being modes and Toegye’s gi and i
dynamisms, respectively. Fromm asserts that a life dominated by the
having mode is a life of greed, and that greed for possessions eventually
leads to brutal war. The being mode, on the other hand, lets us realize
the pleasure of sharing and leads along a path of cooperation and
coexistence. In this respect, Fromm said, “peace as a state of lasting
harmonious relations between nations is only possible when the having
structure is replaced by the being structure.”39)
A similar line of reasoning can be directly applied to Toegye’s
theory of i and gi dynamism. Zhu Xi claimed that the human mind
originated in the personal feelings of the body and the moral mind
originated in the rightness of nature and heavenly order, while Toegye
called the former dynamism of gi and the latter dynamism of i. For
Toegye, the human mind of gi dynamism pursues personal physical
desire, which eventually leads to conflict, while the moral mind of i
dynamism, on the other hand, pursues fairness that allows coexistence
among human beings, leading to harmony and peace. This is why Zhu
Xi and Toegye were wary of the human mind of gi dynamism and
supportive of the moral mind of i dynamism.
This study began with a comparison between two approaches to
peace: that of Plato and that of Hobbes. The approaches of Fromm and
Toegye can be likened to that of Plato. Hobbes, however, believed all
38) Fromm, To Have or To Be?, 100.
39) Fromm, To Have or To Be?, 114.
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the approaches of classical philosophers such as Plato had failed in their
search for the truth and their pursuit of peace. Classical philosophers had
aimed to create a society full of virtue based on man’s highest
aspirations; Hobbes believed that this was the reason for their failure.
Hobbes took a more pragmatic approach, pursuing lower goals that
abandoned the idea of the perfectibility of man and took passion, rather
than reason, as his starting point.40)
According to Hobbes, living without desire was “to be Dead.” He
therefore rejected the classical ideal of a life led by controlling animal
nature with reason. Hobbes appointed desire as sovereign and branded
reason as the capacity for calculated self-interest. Hobbes explained that
people would gladly surrender some of their personal rights and enter
into a social contract (i.e. a contract of peace) based on the calculation
that peace brought greater benefits than war. Indeed, most peace today is
maintained in this way. Here, though, we find a trap: Self-interested
calculation is based on the premise that anything can be done as long as
it brings benefits to the perpetrator. It follows that any person or country
accustomed to such reasoning will unhesitatingly start a war if victory
can definitely be achieved at a low cost. Moreover, those with inadequate
capacities for calculation or deluded by narcissism will choose war as a
result of miscalculation. This is, perhaps, one of the fundamental reasons
why wars still erupt across the world today.
It is here that we discover the significance of piety and humility.
Toegye emphasized piety based on suppressing human desire and
cherishing natural order; in the same way, piety rejects self-interest as a
way of thinking, whether it be precise calculation or narcissistic
miscalculation. Peace based on self-interested calculation is temporary and
can be shattered at any time. Therefore, if we take the view that
self-interested thinking must be overcome in order to attain genuine
peace, the potential for this can be found in piety. Humility, meanwhile,
means considering the benefits of others before one’s own and is based
on satisfaction with one’s own lot; in the same vein, it seeks to
overcome the will to compete with hostility against others, even if
precise calculations lead to the conclusion that war would be a more
profitable choice. If we take the view that the will for hostile
competition itself must ultimately be overcome in order to attain real
peace, we find that cultivating humility offers one possible way of
40) Strauss and Cropsey, History of Political Philosophy, 370-371.
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achieving this aim.
The Han Dynasty Confucian scholar Dong Zhongshu left us with the
immortal line, “Ensure that justice is upheld, do not scheme in your own
interest, illuminate the true way and do not quibble over merit.” Zhu Xi
adopted this line for his Regulations of the White Deer Grotto Academy,
while Toegye in turn adopted the Regulations of the White Deer Grotto
Academy for his Ten Diagrams on Sage Learning. In sum, Toegye
rejected utilitarianism and chose a path of attaining peace through the
illumination of moral virtues. This was the same path followed by
Confucius with his Right Name Theory and Mencius with his doctrine of
the Kingly Way.
■ Submitted: 2014.10.23 / Reviewed: 2014.11.17-27 / Confirmed for publication: 2014.11.28
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退溪學與和平
李 相 益

中文摘要
本文開頭以人們｢接近和平的兩個方法｣展開柏拉圖(Plato)與霍布斯
(Thomas Hobbes)對和平的論述差異比較。如果說人類是理性動物的話，
那麼柏拉圖用理性來控制動物性(sensible soul)是接近道德性的方法。其就
由理性的統治(控制)來克服動物性的話，那結果自然達到和平的構成。然
而事實上能克服動物性的人格者並不多，因此世上仍然處於混亂的狀態。
霍布斯認為沒有慾望就如同死亡，若以此觀點來看便是拒絕以理性來控制
動物性的人生。霍布斯認為人性是惡的，是自私自利的盤算者，為了求安
全的欲望，經過盤算，甘願放棄了原來享有的自然權利，彼此訂立了一種
社會契約，於是建立了國家。實際上現實生活中的和平也是經過人們對自
我利益的盤算下，所做出來的協調性和平。然而若陷於自我的迷戀(對權
力慾望的我執)、盤算失誤，便會造成戰爭。現今世界便是如此，因誤以
為戰爭帶來的利益大過於人民的利益而紛爭不停。
因此吾人可由此找到持敬謙讓的價值與意義，退溪以持敬的方法來強
調｢遏人欲、存天理｣。順理看來持敬便是｢正確的計算｣，從根本克服並抵
制”自我陶醉的誤算、盤算式思考方式”等。從盤算的角度算計來的和平，總
有因彼此利益失去平衡而崩毀之時，是假性暫時性的和平，為了真正的和
平必須克服盤算性的思考方式，而持敬正具有此功能。另一方面，謙讓是
藉由安分知足來使人們面對自我的利益的同時能優先顧慮到對方的利益，
論理看來謙讓即是正確性的計算，克服’爭辯的意志’。我們於「謙讓」中看
到能積極且正面克服好爭辯的可能性，也找到能帶來真正和平之法。
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